
Brooklyn, NY - December 2014

A.I.R. Gallery is pleased to announce The Signals Are Caressing Us 
a group of works by Amanda Turner Pohan that focus on  intimacy 
and the digital. The exhibition will be on view Jan 8–Feb 1, 2015, 
with an opening reception on Thursday, January 8, 6-9pm, and an 
Artist Talk, Thursday, January 8, 6:30pm.
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For all press inquiries please contact; JoAnne McFarland, Co-Director
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Amanda Turner Pohan, Orgasmic Exhalations, 2014, Body Spray's #001-0013, Dimensions variable

The Signals Are Caressing Us includes the following:

The lower parts of the gallery walls are painted gray; a life size white resin sculpture carved by a CNC router sits on the floor; a six and a half gallon 
glass jug containing custom made perfume is sprayed into the air every hour; a small rectangular grey carpet is laid out near the jug, gradually 
collecting the mist of fluid as it falls; vinyl text taken from a shared Google doc conversation between four lovers is adhered to the wall.

Both the shape of the sculpture and formula for the perfume are derived from recorded data measured by sensors of the CO2 exhaled from the 
artist’s breath during orgasm. 

Remnants of the physical have been passed through the veins of the digital and reconstituted into smell and form. Excerpts from the Cloud loom, 
holding the space together in a cold embrace. The signals are caressing us. The signals are caressing us. The signals are caressing us.

Amanda Turner Pohan is a multi-disciplinary artist whose work has been exhibited in Canada, Croatia, New York, and Spain.  She graduated with 
an MFA from Hunter College and a BFA from The School Of Visual Arts.  As an extension of her art practice, she is a co-founder of Temporary Agency, 
a co-operative art space in Ridgewood, Queens.  Amanda is the 2014-15 recipient of the A.I.R. Gallery Emma Bee Bernstein Fellowship.

*excerpt from Notes From The Google Doc, by Elly Clarke, Robin Alex MacDonald, Amanda Turner Pohan and Michelle Ty


